EES Submission 182
Additional report prepared by Deborah Salins
11 September 2017

This report is to be read in conjunction with our EES document 182 and will be presented
and our Panel hearing on Thursday 14.9.17 at 4:45PM.

Report
In April 2016 we first became aware of the Western Distributor Project when we were advised that
some common property of ours may be acquired.
Over the following months there were numerous designs changes which prompted advice that we
would also be losing two car places.
Throughout the consultation process we have availed ourselves to authorities and consulted
extensively with organisations including:
AECOM
WDA Planning Department
Ecodev Acquisitions
Transurban
City of Maribyrnong
CPB/JH Project Engineers
We always have clearly communicated our needs and concerns and have maintained an open
minded, positive and transparent approach to this task.
We offered to speak with the TRG regarding local road issues, but this offer was not taken up.
For months we have been drip fed information and assured that our concerns would be addressed
in the EES.
We have been constantly reassured we would not be worse off as a result of the project.
Finally the EES was released and rather than clarify issues, it became clear that there was no plan
apart from acquiring the minimum land needed for the project.
Note the inconsistencies between operation/construction and landscape/urban design plans.
There is no clarity on who is getting acquired, how truck access will be reinstated or how much
street parking will be left with.
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We set up a meeting between the Owners Corporation, WDA, Transurban to try to get some clarity
on the matter, especially in respect to reinstatement of access. A Lyons St route was suggested.
We were advised that the plan was in a concept phase and this would be sorted out in the detailed
design and were urged to submit responses to the EES.
On 7.7.17 we uploaded a detailed EES submission (document 182) that identified additional risks
and concerns which contradicted advice as the meeting as our research showed that Youell St
was a much more logical choice for reinstatement of truck access.
A copy of our submission was also emailed directly to Natalie Lawlor and Nicole Glynn and Peter
Palmieri.
Due to the issues raised in our submission, a meeting was arranged on 26.7.17 between
Transurban, WDA and CPB/JH engineers by Nicole Glynn, Andis and I.
We presented our findings which demonstrated how each access reinstatement option would need
additional acquisition of property.
The Youell St options offered a far better outcome and cost savings.
It was agreed by all that more work needed to be done and that all truck access reinstatement
options would most likely require additional acquisition of property at our site.
Please refer attached information in addition to that provided in our EES outlining issues
discussed at the meeting 26.7.17. (Appendix A)
To date, we have received no feedback from the meeting.
On 14.8.17 the WDA responded to the EES Submissions in a document called Westgate Tunnel
Project - EES Submissions Response.
We were shocked to find that our submission has been omitted from the business section of the
document.
This is very important because it means that the panel did not consider our submission when
assessing business impacts.
Testimony given by Natalie Lawlor confirmed that the business issues will be mitigated by either
acquisitions or the EPR’s.
At the hearing Ms Lawler was asked if there may be any unidentified acquisitions amongst 4-5
stakeholders that had not spoken to the WDA to which she replied no.
If the panel had seen our submission, maybe the question would have been different. The wording
may have been “are you aware of any potential further acquisitions being required by the project?”
to which she would have had to reply, yes or at least maybe.
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The current EES, planned acquisitons and EPR’s will not be able to provide an acceptable
outcome to this situation for two reasons:

1. More acquisitions than currently planned will be necessary to reinstate truck access and
minimise parking loss.
It is clear from our evidence that the EES has failed to do a proper risk analysis of our location and
propose a well consider plan to minimise business disruption and loss in our neighbourhood.
We require the current level of truck access 24/7, as does Oceania Seafood.
The Youell Street option is the only option that provides the current level of access, safety and
efficiency. It will also prove to be more cost effective to all.
The Youell Street option will require acquisition of Factory 7 and 8.
If the WDA force us to accept the Lyons Street Route, additional owned car parks will need to
acquired in the central driveway to allow turning and movement of trucks.

2. EPR’s for Business are too generic and need to be rewritten
Businesses need specific EPR’s. Under the proposed EPR’s in the EES, many of the concerns
raised by business will revert to SP1 or SP2 as a guide.
Business needs are very different to community needs. We are smack in the middle of the project,
will be significantly impacted by construction and long term.
As it stands, our business has been grouped with the community for the management of many
issues.
This is very insensitive to the needs of impacted business, unfair and simply not good enough.
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Requested Actions
The following actions would mitigate most of the high level risks we currently foresee impacting
our business and also address several road safety and security issues not yet considered by the
design.
We request that the Planning Panel and/or WDA take notice, consider and implement the following
recommendations:
•

Plan for truck access via Youell Street

•

Acquire Unit 7, Unit 8 and 5 associated car places

•

Reinstate as much common property as possible and reinstate titled car parks in surplus
land

•

Ensure continuous truck access

•

Ensure that Youell Street crossover shall remain open, permanently.

•

Continue current Lyons Street usage to minimise parking loss.

•

Provide additional street parking be planned for and provided in Youell Street

•

During the project, mitigate safety issues to cyclists from Billy Button Creek to Somerville
road with crossing stops at all driveways and long term, delete shared bike path from Billy
Button Creek to Somerville road to ensure bike riders use the new bike path which is much
safer.

•

Provide fenced land buffer at the East end of the complex for Fire Egress (Coode Island
HMF Buffer Zone) and to deter vandalism.

•

The EPR’s specific to Business are written and that businesses subject to partial acquisition
be it by parking or loss of common property be viewed as acquired businesses (as there is
a misconception that if you are permitted to remain with partially acquired common property
you are not impacted but that is just not true).

•

That the WDA explain how our submission was omitted from the EES Submission
Response and ensure that items are duly responded to by the WDA.
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Conclusion
We have been operating in construction and infrastructure for 25 years. We understand the risks
and constraints of this kind of project all too well.
We have been operating our business from this location for 18 years and have an intimate
understanding of the traffic flow and other requirements of the area.
We have provided our time and expertise, provided feedback on numerous occasions and
submitted a detailed EES Submission which has been largely ignored.
We have been constantly told that the project would not leave us in a worse off position.
We are located in the middle of the project zone with a current “plan” that leaves us with
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

less on title parking
less on street parking
promises to not block access or disrupt business as far as “practicable”
potentially no large truck access or at best inferior access
worse security
maximal disruptions
higher risk of bike/traffic accidents

How is that no worse off?
The EES Process is supposed to test the projects ability to meet project criteria and mitigate risk.
We have been asked to trust in this process and so far when issues have been raised our
concerns have verbally acknowledged but officially ignored.
We hope that our submissions will finally be given just attention and be genuinely responded to in
actions and not words.

Thank you.
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Appendix A –
Notes in addition to EES Submission Details
Meeting 26.7.17 with WDA, Transurban, CPB/JH
Access/Parking Reinstatement
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Current Truck Access

Trucks including long semi-trailers currently enter and exit the complex
Access is via a central gate off Whitehall Street or the East most gates at Youell Street
Central drive provides two way access.
Cross over at Whitehall Street at Youell Street for efficient access and egress southbound and
northbound.
There is a clear line of sight in both directions on entry exit from central driveway and Whitehall
Street.
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Current Street Parking – 200+ places
Most utilised by 107-109 Whitehall Street
Youell Street
Maribyrnong Street (To Aqueduct)

35
66

(Half will be lost to project)
(All will be lost to project)

Remaining car places

16

(Total definite loss to project 83)

Utilised by 107-109, Egans, Cotton mills
Lyons Street

100+

(Unknown losses)

Will lose unknown quantity to project depending on how truck access is reinstated
ATCR/Substation will be located at Youell St
Parkland will attract visitors
There clearly needs to be a greater provision of parking in the design.
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Lyons Street

Youell Street
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Reinstatement of Access Via Youell Street
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Discussion - Youell Street Access
PRO’s
Preferred option by all businesses that require long truck access (Rex & Oceania)
Same level of access as currently experiencing –
•
•
•
•
•

Will accommodate semi-trailers
Provides two way access.
Provides cross over at Whitehall Street for efficient access and egress southbound and
northbound.
Clear line of sight in both directions on entry exit from central driveway and Whitehall
Street.
Already known to regular drivers and logical access points on maps.

Existing road and driveway on Youell Street sealed and suitable for trucks (i.e. no road
construction required)
Surplus land can be returned to the owner’s corporation to reinstate lost driveways and reinstate
acquired car places.
Will minimise the duration of temporary access provisions to be provided by builders and therefore
provide minimal disruption to business.
Will not remove any parking from Lyons Street

CON’s
Will require acquisition and relocated of Unit 7 and Unit 8

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE SAFETY WITH THIS OPTION
There is room for provision of southbound turnoff lanes on Whitehall Street into central drive and
also Youell Street. This would prevent loss of flow of traffic and minimise emissions from braking
needed to allow access to Central Drive or Youell Street. It would allow drivers to enter these
points in a unhurried safe manner.
Long term opportunity to improve cyclist safety by eliminating shared bike path between Billy
Button Creek and Somerville Road to remove cyclists from Industrial 1 truck roadway to the safer
new bike track.
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Reinstatement of Access Via Lyons Street
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Discussion - Lyons Street Access
PRO’s
Will accommodate turning circle of semi-trailers
Provides two way truck access.
Surplus land can be returned to the owner’s corporation to reinstate lost driveways and reinstate
acquired car places.

CONS’s
Inability to produce new cross over due to Lyons Street Proximity to the Whitehall/Moreland
Intersection.
UNSAFE - Poor access will increase driver movements, force trucks into back streets, force trucks
to “cut across” Whitehall Street and cause additional long term ongoing cost to business.
UNSAFE - Very poor visibility (blind corner) on entering Lyons Street comes up on you quickly and
would not be expected by drivers behind you. Puts pressure to get off road quickly in location that
has three directions of bike path and pedestrians, and no line of sight around corner.
UNSAFE - No opportunity to create turnoff from Whitehall Street due to position of traffic lights and
poles causing trucks to “run up behind you” or rush decisions to enter the driveway.
UNSAFE - Will make accessing complex confusing and difficult for drivers.
Lyons Street unsealed - will need to be paved to suit semi’s
Lyons Street not lit – will need to be lit.
Lyons Street has no footpath – will need to be paved
Bridge will need to cross Billy Button Creek
Protection works for heritage items bluestone wall/ Billy Button Creek
Will lengthen duration of temporary access provisions to be provided by builders as works would
likely need to occur at end of project there long disruption to business.
Will remove large amounts of parking from Lyons Street
Will require acquisition of 1 to 2 more car places from Unit 3 due to truck turning requirements
UNSAFE - Driveway will need to cross over shared bike paths in 2 places.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE SAFETY WITH THIS OPTION
NONE - THIS IS AN UNSAFE OPTION
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